24th "Al Hanke" Invitational

28 January 2006

Champion
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Third Place

Fifth Place

Bye

Kreider PC Tournaments, LLC - InTournament
Official Bracketing System of the NWCA
24th "Al Hanke" Invitational

28 January 2006

Champion

#4 Adam O'Neil (Harper) D;10-8

Third Place

#1 Brian Daly (Augustana) D;3-2;TB1

Fifth Place

#6 John Sklena F;1:32

#1 Brian Daly (Augustana) D;4-2

Donnie Bell (IC)

BYE

Bye

T. Doan

Bye

T. Poro

Loser of 23

Loser of 105

Loser of 66

Loser of 136

Loser of 138

Loser of 68

Loser of 137

Loser of 166

Loser of 190

Loser of 192

Donnie Bell (IC)

Loser of 23

Loser of 67

Loser of 69

Loser of 136

Loser of 137

Loser of 166

Loser of 190

Loser of 192

Kreider PC Tournaments, LLC - InTournament
Official Bracketing System of the NWCA
24th "Al Hanke" Invitational
28 January 2006

Champion
Omari Johnson D:4-2

Third Place
Luke Vetsch D:6-2

Fifth Place
Greg Horn F:M FOR
24th "Al Hanke" Invitational

184
28 January 2006

Champion

#1 Dave Gliessner (Harper)
BYE

#2 Adil Kolovic (Elmhurst)
BYE

#3 Brandon Conley (UW Platt)
David Anguiano (Waubonsee)
BYE

#4 Nick Mason (Elmhurst-UN)
BYE

#5 Tony Neumann (Concordia MN)
Dan Midgett (SIUE)
BYE

#3 Brandon Conley (UW Platt)
David Anguiano (Waubonsee)
BYE

#4 Nick Mason (Elmhurst-UN)
BYE

#5 T. Neumann M;14-0
D. Willis F;5:09

#2 A. Kolovic D;6-5
N. Kemp F;3:10

#4 N. Mason D;7-5
#3 B. Conley D:9-7

#1 Dave Gliessner D:9-8

#2 Adil Kolovic (Elmhurst)

#3 Brandon Conley (UW Platt)
#5 T. Neumann D:9-5

#4 Nick Mason (Elmhurst-UN)

BYE

BYE

BYE

Third Place

#5 Tony Neumann (Concordia MN)
David Anguiano (Waubonsee)
BYE

#4 N. Mason

BYE

BYE

BYE

Fifth Place

#5 T. Neumann F:M FOR

#4 N. Mason

#5 T. Neumann D:6-5
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